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Abstract. In this paper, we present a new steganographic method
based on the pixel-value differencing approach. The previous re-
search of pixel-value differencing can provide a better visual quality
after embedding secret data than the well-known least-significant-bit
(LSB) method but the embedding data capacity is much less than
LSB method. We propose a new steganographic method by using
pixel-value differencing that hide secret data only in smooth areas,
and this new method can provide much more hiding capacity than
the previous research. The experimental results show the proposed
method can hide much more data and keep a good visual quality of
the stegoimage. © 2006 Society for Imaging Science and
Technology. �DOI: XXXX�

INTRODUCTION
The steganography technique hides information by embed-
ding messages within other, seemingly harmless messages. In
general, this technique can be applied on secret data
sharing,1–3 content protection, digital rights management,4

etc. Some steganographic methods in the spatial domain
have been proposed for embedding data in images.5–11 Many
data hiding techniques are based on the (LSB) least-
significant-bit replacement method.6,7,9,10 There are two
drawbacks in LSB steganography. First, the LSB stegoimage
can be detected easily by many steganoanalytic methods.12–15

Second, the distortion of some LSB stegoimages can be per-
ceptible by human vision. Therefore, Wu and Tsai proposed
another scheme to hide data in the pixel-value differencing
variable between pixels. The data embedding capacity is
adaptively decided by the pixel-value contiguity of the near
pixels. According to the principles of human vision, the
change in edged areas of an image is not noticeable to an
observer. The pixels in edged areas can embed more data
than the smooth areas in the pixel-value differencing
method. Thus the average quality of stegoimages is much
better than LSB steganography.8 However, the embedding
capacity of the secret data in the Wu and Tsai’s method is
less than that in the LSB methods by very much. In average
cases, its capacity is about a factor of two less than the LSB
method.

In this paper, we propose a new scheme which can in-
crease the hiding capacity against the method of Wu and
Tsai8 and it is also based on the pixel-value differencing ap-
proach. Although the quality of stegoimage is somewhat
poorer than in the method of Wu and Tsai,8 it is still
imperceptible.

EMBEDDING ALGORITHM
Here we use the 8-bit gray scale 512�512 image as a cover
image in the proposed method. The following are the em-
bedding steps.

1. Divide the cover image into nonoverlapping 2�2
blocks in a zigzag manner consecutively, and every block has
four pixels, say pi1, pi2, pi3, and pi4, as shown in Fig. 1. We
assume that these gray values are g1, g2, g3, and g4, respec-
tively. Then djk represents gk −gj, where j ,k=1,2 ,3 ,4.

2. Build a pixel-value differencing range table. In this
step, we refer to the method of Wu and Tsai.8 We consider
the absolute values of djk (from 0 to 255) and then classify
them into a number of contiguous ranges, which are Ri,
where i=1,2 , . . . ,n. The lower and upper bound values of
Ri are denoted as li and ui, respectively, where l1 is 0 and un

is 255. The width of Ri is ui − li +1, and the width of each
range is to be the power of 2. The selected range width of
the table is used to adjust the length (bits) of data which
need to be embedded between the two pixels, and it is com-
puted as log2�ui − li +1�.

3. Partition every block into three pair of pixels, and
they are �pi1 ,pi2�, �pi2 ,pi4�, and �pi3 ,pi4�, respectively.
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1062-3701/2006/50�5�/1/0/$20.00. Figure 1. The nonoverlapping 2�2 block.
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4. Embed data into �pi2 ,pi4� first. We assume that the
two pixels are pi2� and pi4� of the stegoimage with the new
gray values g2� and g4� after embedding. The calculation of the
new gray values is based on a function f��g2 ,g4� ,m� defined
as follows:

f��g2,g4�,m� = �g2�,g4��

= ��g2 − �m/2�,g4 + �m/2�� , if d24 is odd;

�g2 − �m/2�,g4 + �m/2�� , if d24 is even;

�1�

where m=d24� −d24, and d24� is denoted as

d24� = �la + b, for d � 0;

− �la + b�, for d � 0,
�2�

where a is the index of the differencing range table of the
pair of �g2 ,g4�, and b is the value of the embedding sub-
stream. In the above calculation, some pair of �g2 ,g4� may
cause the resulting to fall off the boundaries of the range
�0,255�. Before the embedding process, we must justify if the
embedding pair is falling-off boundary. Here we must run a
filter process in advance. Consider a pair of �ĝ2 , ĝ4� which is
solved by Eq. (1), f��g2 ,g4� ,ua −d24�. If one of the �ĝ2 , ĝ4�
values out of the range �0,255�, we say the pair of �g2 ,g4� is
falling-off boundary and this pair will not be embedded bit
stream.

5. Embed data into �pi1 ,pi2� and �pi3 ,pi4�. We assume
that pi1� , pi2� , pi3� , and pi4� are the pixels of the stegoimage, and
their gray values are g1�, g2�, g3�, and g4� respectively. Because

the gray values g2� and g4� have been embedded in some data
bits in step 4, we do not change their values in this step. The
calculation of the new gray values is based on a function
h��gj ,gk�� ,m�, where �j ,k�= �1 ,2� , �3 ,4� are defined as
follows:

h��gj,gk��,djk� � = �gj�,gk�� = �gk� − djk� ,gk�� , �3�

where djk� is denoted as

djk� = �la + b, for d � 0;

− �la + b�, for d � 0,
�4�

where a is the index of the differencing range table of the
pair of �gj ,gk�, and b is the value of the embedding sub-
stream. Since this method may cause the edge area sharp, we
set a threshold “T” in the proposed method. Before embed-
ding data to the �pi1 ,pi2� and �pi3 ,pi4� pairs, we must filter
some pixels in advance by the following rule:

If �ua �T� then
do not embed data bit(s) to this pair

else
embed data bit(s) to this pair

6. Repeat steps 3–5, until all secret data bits are embedded.
In step 5, we use a threshold T. It is the trade-off by

tuning this value. The larger T is good for image quality but
bad for capacity, and it is contrary when T is smaller. In our
experiments, the image quality and capacity are good when
T is 16.

RECOVERING ALGORITHM
To recover the embedded data, there is no need of the cover
image but we need the original the pixel-value differencing
range table which is used in the embedding process. The
following are the recovering steps.

1. Divide the stegoimage into nonoverlapping 2�2
blocks in a zigzag manner consecutively, and every block has
four pixels, say pi1� , pi2� , pi3� , and pi4� . We assume that the gray
values of them are g1�, g2�, g3�, and g4�, respectively.

2. Partition every block into three pair of pixels, and
they are �pi1� ,pi2� �, �pi2� ,pi4� , and �pi3� ,pi4� �.

Table I. Experimental results.

Images
�512�
512�

Wu and Tsai’s scheme
�Ref. 8� Our scheme

Capacity
�bytes� PSNR �dB�

Capacity
�bytes� PSNR �dB�

Lena 50801 41.79 70154 37.54

Baboon 56889 40.97 62208 31.82

Peppers 50769 41.73 70497 35.35

Jet 51242 37.90 70520 37.10Figure 2. Resulting images: �a� Lena cover image; �b� Lena stegoimage,
�c� baboon cover image, and �d� baboon stegoimage.
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3. Recover data from �pi2� ,pi4� � first. Here we need to
adjust if it is falling off boundary by calculating �ĝ2� , ĝ4�� val-
ues in advance. If it is not falling off boundary, these two
pixels indeed embedded the data bits. Now we can obtain
the value of embedded data bits from these two pixels by
calculating ��g4�−g2� �−la�, where a is the index of the differ-
encing range table of the pair of �g2� ,g4��. The total number
of bits embedded can also be retrieved by the range table
index, so the embedded data bits can be recovered.

4. Recover data from �pi1� ,pi2� � and �pi3� ,pi4� �. First we
must justify if �g1� ,g2�� or �g3� ,g4�� can be embedded data bits.
We consider the condition of �ua �T�, where a is the index
of the differencing range table of the pair of �gj� ,gk�� and
�j ,k�= �1 ,2� , �3 ,4�. If embedded data bits are really present,
we can obtain their value by calculating ��gj�−gk� �−la�. The
total number of bits embedded also can be retrieved by the
range table index, so the embedded data bits can be
recovered.

5. Repeat steps 2–4, until all secret data bits are
recovered.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In our experiments, four images “Lena,” “baboon,” “pep-
pers,” and “jet” were used, and each comprised 512
�512 pixels. The widths of ranges of gray values to be used
in the experiments were 8, 8, 16, 32, 64, and 128. The two
sets of cover and stegoimages are shown in Fig. 2.

Finally, the capacities of embedded data and the peaks
of the signal-to-noise of the stegoimages were produced by
the scheme of Wu and Tsai8 and our scheme as shown in
Table I. From the table the capacity is 1.5 times greater than
their scheme and the image quality is only a little poorer
than theirs. Furthermore, the computational complexity of
our method is O�n2� which is equal to the scheme of Wu
and Tsai.

CONCLUSION
We propose a new steganographic method for information
hiding based on the pixel-value differencing approach. The
proposed method not only can provide a larger embedding
capacity than Wu–Tsai’s method but also has an acceptable
stegoimage quality.
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